Abstract. In this paper, a novel 3D retrieval model to retrieve medical volumes using 2D images as input is proposed. The main idea consists of applying a multi-scale detection of saliency of image regions. Then, the 3D volumes with the regions for each of the scales are associated with a set of projections onto the three canonical planes.The 3D shape is indirectly represented by a 2D-shape descriptor so that the 3D-shape matching is transformed into measuring similarity between 2D-shapes. The shape descriptor is defined by the set of the k largest singular values of the 2D images and Euclidean distance between the vector descriptors is used as a similarity measure. The preliminary results obtained on a simple database show promising performance with a mean average precision (MAP) of 0.82 and could allow using the approach as part of a retrieval system in clinical routine.
Introduction
Radiologists are dealing with an increasing number and also a strongly increasing variety of medical images [1, 2] . Imaging techniques are an essential part of diagnosis and treatment planning. Many physicians also have regular information needs during clinical work, teaching preparation and research activities [3, 4] , where computerized tools can help make the search more efficient and effective. Medical image retrieval has been an area of intensive research for the past 20 years [2, 5] and 3D data access has started to get increasing attention, as it is the medical imaging modality that is increasing fastest in terms of data produced. The need to search for 3D volumes using their visual content to complement textual search in annotations has led to the development of several approaches to compute similarity between two 3D volumes in recent years [6] . Users can search for 3D volumes by supplying an example query volume or mark a volume of interest. Several articles describe these types of image search [7] . In this paper, we propose a novel 3D retrieval model to retrieve medical volumes using 2D images as input. This is intuitive as 2D images might be available easily as a starting point for queries, for example via images in the literature, images used in scientific presentations or for teaching. Medical image databases often contain images of many different modalities, taken under varied conditions [8] . The 2D-based 3D retrieval also provides numerous opportunities for working between 2D modalities such as x-ray and 3D modalities such as CT. However, many current 2D approaches to search for 3D volumes are based on retrieval by sketch [6, 9, 10] . Most applications of 2D-based 3D volume retrieval focus on objects [11, 12] and not on medical images where generally solid texture and not an object surface is the target for search.
When retrieving 3D volumes using 2D query images that are not necessarily single slices of a volume, we need to compute the distance between the query image and the 3D volumes in the database. The algorithm we propose is composed of four stages:
-region detection in 3D volumes; -volume projection onto 2D planes; -singular value extraction from the projections; -similarity calculation between a query and the projections.
Conventionally, regions of interest for retrieval are detected using algorithms such as the Sobel filter, Prewitt algorithm or Laplacian of Gaussian [13] . In the first step of our approach, a region of interest detector for medical images is applied that is able to provide locally salient regions at various scales [7] .
The binary 3D images with the regions detected are then associated with three canonical 2D projections at each of the scales. A few 3D retrieval approaches using 2D projection views have also been proposed recently [11, 12] . Most of them use polyhedron-based views [14] for the projections. In the approach presented in this paper canonical projections are used because medical images are usually created using very standardized acquisition settings. As a result we obtain the 2D silhouette views of the volumes. We then have a simpler binary 2D silhouette retrieval problem. To compute the distance between two views, we need to extract an appropriate shape descriptor. Each image is processed in order to extract and describe the shape of the regions. The shape descriptor we chose is defined by the set of the k largest singular values of the 2D regions. In the literature, singular values were used in the past as shape descriptors for face recognition [15] [16] [17] . In order to validate the approach we use a simple database consisting of head and thorax volumes. The Euclidean norm between the shape descriptors is used as similarity measure.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the database and the methods used on our approach are described. The results are presented in Section 3. Section 4 concludes the paper and list several future research ideas.
Materials and Methods
This section describes the materials and methods used for 2D-based 3D medical image retrieval (see also Figure 1 ). Let I v ∈ M m×n×o (R) be a volume that is part of the database. The volumes are analyzed as follows: Fig. 1 . Schematic overview of the image processing steps of the described approach.
1. A volume I v br ∈ M m×n×o ({0, 1}) with detected binary regions of I v is created (see subsection 2.2 for more details). 2. I v br is projected onto the three canonical axes, P x , P y and P z (see subsection 2.3). 3. The k largest singular values of the projections P x , P y and P z are used as shape descriptors (see subsection 2.4).
Let I ∈ M p×q (R) be a 2D image that can be used as an example query to find corresponding volumes. The following steps are applied to this image:
1. An image I br ∈ M p×q ({0, 1}) with detected binary regions I is created (see subsection 2.2). 2. The k largest singular values of the image with the detected regions I br are used as shape descriptor (see subsection 2.4).
Finally, the distance between the singular values of the 2D and of each of the three projections of the 3D volume are calculated. Only the nearest projection is used for the retrieval step (see subsection 2.5). In the following subsections the steps are described in more detail.
Database
To carry out this preliminary study and show the feasibility of the approach, images from three existing databases are used (two databases to create a set of volumes and one database to get 2D query images). All the volumes of the two databases are images taken for research from clinical routine:
-41 T1 and T2 weighted head MRI series were used. All images were acquired on a 3T MR imaging scanner (Magnetom Trio a Tim System, Siemens, Germany) using a head coil. -41 thorax CTs were used, acquired on a GE DECT (General Electrics Dual Energy Computed Tomography) scanner; only one energy level was used.
2D images from the same anatomic regions as the selected 3D volumes (head, chest) were chosen from the publicly available ImageCLEF medical database [18] as query images. This database consists of images from articles of the biomedical open access literature from various modalities (CT and MRI slices, x-ray images, etc.). Since the images belong to scientific articles many of them contain annotations such as colored arrows or are cropped and modified in many other ways (see Fig. 2 ). Images can be of different modalities than the volumes for the same anatomic region and in differing level/window settings. In total, 95 2D query images were used (47 of the head and 48 of the thorax). The 2D database was divided into two subsets, a training set to optimize the parameters (24 of the head and 24 of the thorax) and a test set for showing the stability of the approach (23 of the head and 24 of the thorax). The query images contain also other modalities than the volumes, for example chest x-rays to search for chest CT volumes.
Region Detection
A key-region detector [7] is applied providing locally relevant regions of interest based on the actual patterns of the image with no predefined shape. The keyregion detector is based on a wavelet pyramid, providing meaningful regions at various scales. We can use the same algorithm to detect regions in 3D as well as in 2D (see Fig. 3 ) due to the dimensionality-independence of the detector. The algorithm automatically detects salient regions at various scales. Two examples showing the regions detected in 2D images are illustrated in Fig. 3 . Fig. 4(d) shows the regions detected in a volume. 
Projections
The projection step aims at extracting a 2D representation of the binary 3D volumes to be able to compare them with the 2D queries. To compute the view of a 3D volume on a plain, we extract the projections along the three canonical axes (x, y and z) [19] . Canonical projections are used as the acquisition protocol of the medical volumes is fully standardized and usually has these same projections. The projections of a binary region image I v br (x, y, z) ∈ M m×n×o ({0, 1}) are (see Fig. 4 (a), 4(b) and 4(c)):
Singular Value Decomposition
The singular value decomposition (SVD) of a rectangular matrix A ∈ M m×n (R) is decomposed in the form [20] :
where U ∈ M m×m (R) and V ∈ M n×n (R) are orthogonal matrices. The singular values of A, σ 1 ≥ σ 2 , ... ≥ σ p ≥ 0 with p = min{m, n}, appear in descending order along the main diagonal D. By applying a singular value decomposition, the matrix can be decomposed into a matrix that contains intrinsic shape information, the singular value matrix D, and matrices with information about corresponding points U and V . An important property of the SVD is that the largest singular values in D always hold the maximum possible information and show stability for most image modifications [21] because of its geometrical invariance [21] . We use a set of k largest singular values of the binary images as a shape descriptor. The truncated SVD captures most of the underlying structure and at the same time removes noise [22] .
Comparison
We measure the effectiveness of our approach using 2D images as queries and 3D volumes as the database and anatomic region as the ground truth. To assess the overall performance of our algorithm, we test our retrieval algorithm on the complete training query set. The parameters which achieved the best results over the training data were used for evaluation on the test data. Separation between test and training data set is random, respecting that both contain an 2D-Based 3D Volume Retrieval equal number of instances from each anatomic region. In order to measure the quality of the retrieval, the average precision (AveP) is calculated for each query to get an overall picture of the quality in such a simple retrieval scenario. Then, the mean value of the average precision scores from all the queries is calculated (MAP) [23] . There are many evaluation methods proposed in image retrieval to evaluate the effectiveness of the systems [24] . MAP was chosen as it is a standard measure in the main information retrieval benchmarks [25] . MAP scores were also measured for various similarity distances over the training set.
Results
We implement a 2D-based 3D volume retrieval system based on the proposed framework. The subjects of the 2D views are not the same as the 3D volumes and the task is harder as the views can vary strongly and can be cropped and modified in many ways. The performance of this scenario is measured by the MAP of the volumes retrieved when 2D images are taken as queries. For our experiments over the test set the 10 largest singular values from the scale 4 were used. These parameters were taken from an analysis on the training set. The approach achieves a MAP of 0.8236 on the test data, showing the stability of the approach. In the analysis over the training set we tested various similarity measures: Euclidean distance (Table 1) , Canberra distance (Table 2) , chi-square distance (Table 3) , cosine similarity (Table 4) , histogram intersection (Table 5) and Jeffrey divergence ( Table 6 ). The results show that using the Euclidean distance the best results are achieved. For this reason Euclidean distance was used to evaluate MAP over the test data. Table 1 . MAP using various scales and the k largest singular values on the training set using Euclidean distance. 
Conclusions and Future Work
This paper describes an approach for 2D-based 3D retrieval in medical databases. Such a system can be useful for clinicians searching for volumes when they have a Table 3 . MAP using various scales and the k largest singular values on the training set using chi-square distance. Table 4 . MAP using various scales and the k largest singular values on the training set using cosine similarity. Table 5 . MAP using various scales and the k largest singular values on the training set using histogram intersection. single 2D view of an image available, for example from a 2D modality, a medical article or from a PowerPoint presentation.
The preliminary results obtained show promising performance with a MAP of 0.82 and allow using the approach as part of a retrieval system for clinical routine. This shows that most images of the same anatomic region can be identified even when queries are not of the same modality or are cropped and otherwise modified. Using 2D images as queries to retrieve 3D volumes may provide a useful tool for radiologists searching for information on specific regions of interest. Obviously, the current scenario of using only two anatomic regions is a very simplified scenario. It is planned to extend the approach to a much larger set of anatomic regions. Larger databases are currently being created and should be directly usable with the same approach. In terms of relevance for specific information needs it is also clear that not only anatomy are important but also local characteristics representing pathologies. Still the described approach already allows filtering out similar anatomic regions that can then be further exploited for visually similar regions of interest. The approach is a step towards retrieval between images of differing dimensionality.
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